HEALING
AUDIO

Memorize happy moments. The best music speaker only in the world.
A rich, natural tone full of hearts spreads, and
the tone of "the SMILE-ONE speaker" leads
the space to the HEALING space instantly.
CUSTOM
MADE
SPEAKER

RELAX ONE

ONLY ONE

Speaker to make
comfortable space, the
environment that can be

One speaker which stood
in the world that could customize
a memory only for oneself.

GIFT ONE

EASY ONE

SMILE-ONE SPEAKER 【with the box】

It is with a built-in amplifier,
and how to use is simple!
You place it in earphone Jack.
A tone spreads through 360
degrees instantly!

A heartfelt present.
The happy gift which is
continued using forever.

Price 68,000 yen (without tax) 73,440 yen (tax-included)
●Set contents. Main body, sound source connection cord,
USB charge cord, AC adapter (1A/4W)
●Size: 15cm in width X 9cm in height X 6cm in depth weight ： 230 g

You can put it together
in various scenes in the
life and customize it.

Free CG simulation is now available! Download it now!

Simulation application
QR cord is this!

(1) When you read QR cord with a smartphone, an email screen open!
(2) Then, please send an email, attached your images.
(3) We send you another email with URL that you can see 3D CG simulation only for you.

●Flow of the application
STEP1

An application.

＞＞

STEP2 ＞＞

A meeting
with us.

STEP3

＞＞ STEP4

We will take
your image
dates.

＞＞

We will show
you image of
speaker.

CG
confirmation

STEP5
Delivery of
goods.

The example
of the layout.

※We will take around 2 weeks that you can get your speaker.

CUSTOM MADE SPEAKER

SMILE - ONE Exclusive website
http://www.sp-gift8.com

→QR cord is this!

You can confirm
this design with
three-dimensional
image.
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